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Viminacium was a Roman city and a legionary camp in
today’s Serbia (village Kostolac), and it was the capital
of the province of Upper Moesia (Moesia Superior). It
had important geostrategic position, because of its
location on the crossroads between the East and the
West. Many years of salvage and systematic
archaeological excavations of the site have provided us
with rich findings about the inhabitants of Roman
Viminacium, and it is still being researched. Over 14000
graves have been excavated at Viminacium so far, as
well as many public and private objects (thermae, parts
of the legionary camp, amphitheatre, aqueduct, villas
etc).
These excavations have provided us not only with much
epigraphical evidence, but with many finds of writing
equipment, as well as some other objects. Combining
the two types of evidence ‒ epigraphical and
archaeological, we can try to make some assumptions
about literacy in Viminacium.
There are no finds of wax tablets from Viminacium, but
there are about 80 finds of styli which represent indirect
evidence for their usage. Finds of ink-wells testify of the
usage of materials on which the ink has been used. Also,
there are a few representations of wax tablets or scrolls
on tombstones. On the stela of a banker (3rd century) the
deceased is depicted with an open scroll, while the other
person is holding a codex. On the tombstone of T.
Baebius (second half of the 2nd century) there is also a
depiction of a man holding a scroll (Spasic Djuric 2002:
58). A few finds of abecedaria, letters of the alphabet
inscribed on wet tiles and bricks, represent the evidence
for practising the writing (Documentation of the
Institute of Archaeology, Belgrade; Petrovic 1975: 25).
Concerning the epigraphical evidence, a few analyses
can be done. In this case, analyses of the age-rounding
on tombstones from Viminacium.
From the XIX century onwards researchers have been
interested in age rounding. It is a demographic
phenomenon usual for all the historical periods, from
industrialization to modern age, and it is disappearing
only in the last decades. It still appears somewhere in
the XX century. Real percentage of the the people with
age divisable by five, in any population is one fifth of
the entire number, or 20 %. In developing countries this
number is usually much higher. The usual reason for this
deviation in modern societies is not knowing the exact
age, reflected in age rounding. This is probably one of
the ways in which poor education and illiteracy is
reflected (Piftor 2013: 87‒88; Pricop 2014; 185‒186).
Inscriptions published in Inscriptions de la Moesie
Superieur. Vol. II have been analyzed. The sample
consists of 78 individuals: 64 male and 14 female, from
the tombstones from Viminacium, dated from I to III
century.
The female sample has only 14 individuals, one of
which ends in 0, two in 5, and four in some other
number. However, this sample is very small, so we
cannot speak of any regularities, or compare these
results with those from other provinces.

The concentration of non-rounded age is bigger among
younger people. This points to the fact that there was a
better memory for those who died younger. There are
six examples in which there is precise age of death.
Usually these are younger individuals: Iulia Procula
lived for 1 year, 3 months and an unknown number of
days; Albina lived 15 years and 36 days; Domitia
Panthia 18 years, 4 months and 20 days; [..]rina 19 years
and 5 months. The oldest person with precise age is
Aurelia Theodota who lived 31 years, 4 months and 17
days. In most of the cases the tombstone was erected by
the parents, and in 2 cases a husband. The example of
Iulia Procula is especially interesting, since she was a
girl who lived less than 2 years, she had a gravestone
and she had precise age of death. Ulpian mentions a rule
that for a child younger than 3 years there was no formal
commemoration, and Plutarch ascribes this rule to the
king Numa Pompilius (Laes 2012: 102). Among female
inscriptions there are: a wife of a decurio, a wife of a
centurio and a daughter of the servus vilicus.
Among the male sample, out of 64 individuals, 27 had
non-rounded and 28 had rounded ages. There is only a
small percentage of rounded years. After the age of 45
this number grows. Non-rounded age was popular
before the age of 45. There are more examples ending in
0 than in 5.
There are 7 examples of precise age of death. The
youngest deceased was Ulpius Iovinus who lived for 5
years, 6 months and 23 days. Aelius Victorinus lived 25
years, 9 months and 7 days, Nonius Sai[…]gnus 40
years, 3 months and 18 days. For Felix and G. Valerius
we don’t have information about the name, but we know
how many years, months and days he lived. The
gravestones were erected by parents and in one case a
wife.
In most of the cases the individuals are veterans (9) or
different soldiers (signifier, aquilifer, eques legionis,
librarius legionis, speculator legionis, miles tesserarius,
or just soldiers or beneficiarii) (22), as well as a great
number of decuriones (5). There is also one decemvir.
There are only a few freedman, and one alumnus.
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